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The scope of this investigation is based on the termination of a former CSCI AMH
employee, who is the Concerned Individual (Cl). The scope includes the investigation of
allegations that due process for termination was not followed. record keeping processes
were not followed, and that the CI was experiencing retaliation and a hostile work
environment.

(b)(6)
(b )(6)

Executive Summary:
On March 24,2010, the CI raised several concerns to RL seo. Specifically, 1) the CI
stated Os working in a hostile work environment, 2) the Cl believesDis being .
retaliated against, 3) the CI stated matDwas wrongfully terminated,

(b}(6)

A total of eighteen (18) individuals were interviewed. Five (5) employees were
CSCI AMH management, seven (7) were present and former CSC/AMH staff (exempt
and non-exempt), two (2) were l(b)(6) :workers (Al\/iH patients), and four (4)
were from DOE management.



The investigation concluded that most of the concernsraised by the CI were not
substantiated and one, while disputed, was partially substantiated.

The investigation found thai CSCI A.MH had the authority' to terminate the C1 with or
without: cause or advance nonce. It was also found that CSC/AL\1Hhad cause to

(b )(6) _ terminate the Cl.due toO increasing pattern of anger, verbal attacks and physical
intimidation toward managers and other employees; instances where standards of
professionalism were not met; and because the CI did not consistently follow record
keeping processes.

The investigation found that a progressive pattern of disciplinary action took place and
due process was followed in this termination.

Although generally disputed by eSe! AMH management, the evidence shows that the CI
may have been retaliated against and was most likely. at times, working in a hostile
environment.

On March 24. 2010, the CI filed a concern with RL SCO stating: "I am getting written
up daily" and believe that "I am working in a hostile work environment and cannot

~-~perform my job task effectively." The CI also stated that "I was told that I cannot (b )(6)
(b)(6) (b)(6) ~, TheClindicatedthatDpreviouslyreportedto (b)(6) I

(b)(6)
(b)(6) I(b}(6) frhe Cl-believes is bein retaliated against. The CI also stated that "17

people were removed from the (b )(6) without proper documentation," The CI
also stated that "the SOMD ask _ 1 was aware of other staff in my office while I was
out of the office."

1) Does eSe!l'"MH have the authority to terminate the CI? Yes

It is undisputed that CSC/ AMH has the authority to terminate employees. esc
Management Policy states in Section 200 of the Human Resources manual in the
Employment-at-Will section 3.1: " ... esc is free to establish or terminate the
employment relationship at any time, with or without cause or advance notice. n It is
undisputed that this authority to terminate the employment relationship at will is
consistent with the contract between DOE and eSC!AMH and is consistent among
contracts throughout DOE. CSC Management Policy HRMP 214 "Employee
Terminations" 4.1.2 was reviewed. This policy requires that "when employees with
five or more years of service are affected. the Business Unit HUllum Resources Vice
President must review the requested action and approve the documentation. Review
and approval must be obtained through each successive level of management up to
and including the employee's line Vice President. This approval must be documented
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(b)(8)
(b )(6)
(b )(6) .

(b)(6)

(b )(6)

and available for review by the Corporate Director, Global Employment
Management." AMH~s Principal Manager confirmed ~!this chain of appr~v~ was
obtained prior to the termination. Subsequently, the Principal M~ager ~i1)v~de<1an e~
mail from the Vice President and General ManagerofCSes Business services
Division as well as ese's Vice President of Human Resources that documents this
approval. This e-mail is on file in the investigator's evidence file.

2) Did CSCI AMH have cause to tenninate the Cl and was due process followed in the
termination? Ye§

CI Anger. Verbai Attacks. and Physical Intimidation toward Managers and Other
Employees

It is undisputed that the CI is passionate about thd(b)(6) I All
interviewees stated and documents reviewed agree that the Cl is knowledgeable
about thel Iand that because of multiple Site Occupational Medical
Directors (SOMDs) since:(b)(6) the CI has beeni(b)(6) I

l(b)(6) It is undisputed at the CI is, above all else, a
tient's advocate. It un sput that the patients in the CI'sl{b)(6) I

(b)(6) hol in the highest regard. It is undis uted that because
the CI (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) is a
factor that leads the CI to feel so passionately about the program. Interviewees
enerall stated that they saw thisi{b)(6) r and!u:::(b=)(6::.L)__

'(b)(6) as a conflict of interest.

One physician interviewee who had coordinated thel(b)(6) Previously (and
was interviewed by phone) stated that when an issue involved benefits to the
patients (such as l(b)(6) . lHospitaIl(b)(6) ~"something
clicked £:Jhead andj,could no longer deal 'withfacts and datae=.:::::bould
n? longer0': o~ve,. ~l!dl lmind swi~ched to emotion." When th~physician
disagreedWiili~ec!slOn to send a patient tol(b)(6) IHOS-PItal,the CI
would become angry and argumentative. ~ou1d argue blindly. without facts
or evidence.i(b)(6Ihad been given al(b){6) :as' Mrished
and sometimes spent funds on ~(b)(6) [when the
physician said no. there was no indication that the patient should go." "The CI
tended to think that everything that happened to the patients was directly due to
L:JBut that's not the case. It is the physician's duty to make these
determinations, (The Cl) argued about my decisions. It was difficult working
.witb.O' It is undisputed that the CI has for many years had a strong personality
that easily switches to anger and emotion. Most individuals interviewed agreed
that this pattern has become more frequent, angrier, more intimidating, and in
some cases physically threatening to others over the past six months to a year.

..(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Performance evaluations consistently and progressively demonstrate that anger
issues are a problem. Bet-ween 2007 and 2010, performance evaluations use the
following descriptors: [Cl) "tends to react rather than respond ... ·' ... "Would like
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(b)(6)

to see (the Cl) work on~intefi'\..al customer relationships especially under
stressful situations ... (Cl) "tends to reactively defendc::=}Jrf" (The CI),. ,"has
created a hostile, uncomfortable, and ineffective work environment where the
teams cannot come together ... negatively reacts to situations rather (than)
professionally responding. Dis disrespectful to[JTeam-Lead, staff, and
outside customers."

. (b)(6)
(b}(6)

(b)(6)

Interviewees generally stated that if anyone disagreed with the Cl's position, the
person disagreeing became the target o~ger. The CI herself admits that I . j (bl{6)
sometimes gets emotional about t.ttei(b)(6) I The CI
said, "I'm ani(b)(6) ~theart, and sometimes get carried away." Most
interviewees who work closely with the CI state that they have seen over the past
six months to a year, a pattern of increasing anger and out of control behavior.
Some meetings with the CI were described as a "blood bath" because ofc=J .-. (b )(6)
anger. One interviewee stated that during a meeting she was afraid physically for
herself because of'the Cl's threatening behavior towards her individually. The
interviewee stated she was fearful that her tires would be slashed by the CL

(b )(6)

Most interviewees stated that they had witnessed this behavior and were not
surprised that the CI was terminated because of it. Some interviewees stated that
they would not attend future meetings with the CI because they were afraid ofl I .
One employee said she would not attend meetings with the Cl in the future unless
the Clinic Director or Principal Manager was present to protect her. One
supervisor said, "I would never allow one of my employees to talk to me the way

.(the.CI) talks to[~supervisor. Ifmy employee talked to me that waYt they'd be
gone," One interviewee said that it had been explored to have someone other than
the Cl's current Team Lead superviseDhowever other supervisors were not
willing to do it. Progressive counseling by the Cl's supervisor over the past three
years did not improve the Cl's anger and threatening behaviors.

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

ers Standards ofnrofessionalism:

(b )(6)
(b)(6)

A physician interviewee stated that while the CI did a
program from a u.:b::L)(l...:::6L)-----~~====;========L_,
perspective, the CI had been given a '(b)(6)
way []wished becauser.c(b-;-;)(::;;;6)"-----L----m::-b=)(6"')-->---l--ro-gram--. "In~thi-.--J·s
physician's opinion, as having a "field day" spending money that was not
medically indicated and did not manage resources effectively. Even when a
physician determined that a patient's condition did not indicate a referral to travel
to :(b)(6) :hospital, the CI sometimes sent the patient any-way. The CI
also ordered lab work that was not indicated and argued angrily with the
physician when he stopped it. The CI sometimes wrote restrictions from work
before there was evidence that such a restriction was indicated andDecame
angry when the physician changed the restriction. Another physician discussed
similar situations.

(b)(6)
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(b )(6)

tS)(SJ _

The Cl freely discussed internal issues with patients. One interviewee described a
situation where she saw a very upset patient in the Federal Building who had been
talking with the CI about internal DOE CHC/AMH issues. In this case the CI had
told the patient that "they" are taking away all thd - \files, which was not . (b)(6)
accurate. (The files issue will be discussed more completely below.) The patient
told the interviewee: "They're taking the files. They're trying to terminate (the
en. They should terminate (thel(b)(6) ~and not (the CI)." When the interviewee
questioned the patient, the patient conceded that he had never met (the SOMD)
and drew his conclusions from what the CI had told him.

¥n~ my interviewwith the CI,Dbrought a patientwiUtothe first hour
o~terview. .In my presenceD discussed internal issues in front of the
patient. It was the patient who sometimes coached I pn what-to tell me. It.was
the patient who said, "now tell her about the files."

(b)(?)

(b)(6)

A physician interviewee was concerned because the Cl showed a letter to a
patient that the SOMD was writing, but the letter wasn't finalized and had no
signature.

• Does. the CSCIAMH documentation show a progressive pattern of disciplinary
action? y~

All documents requested were provided, plus additional documentation not
requested. All sixty-five (65) documents were read and taken into account, along
with interviewee statements. Documentation shows a pattern of progressive
action, beginning with comments in annual performance evaluations, verbal
counseling, written counseling generally in the form of e-mails, and finally a
"Letter of Caution" prior to termination.

(b)(6)

While the pattern of counseling leading to termination is documented, there is no
documentation showing specific disciplinary action occurring prior to
termination. In other words, there is no evidence that the CI at any time was
prohibited from attending meetings due to[]pattem of anger and-threats toward
others at meetings, or thatDwas reassigned either temporarily or permanently,
Reassignment, however, may have been difficult if there were no other
supervisors willing to act in this role for the Cl.

(b)(6)

Under a federal process, as opposed to the contractor's process, the
documentation would have been expected to be in a different format detailing a
little more tightly the progressive pattern. Within the documents provided, much
of the evidence was buried within e-mails. However, the information was there,
but required searching. While this is sometimes a bit awkward, e-mail
documentation is effective in that it clearly shows dates, times, and to and from
whom the information was sent and received.
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(b)(ft)

3) Did the CI follow record kewing processes? No

eRel AMH alleges that the CI did not follow a "common medical practice" of not
filing e--mails in patient's charts. During the interviews, some AMH interviewees
referred to a "policy" against filing e-mails in patient charts. However. when
asked, the SOM]) and Health Information Lead stated that there is no policy that
addresses filing or not fi1i~ e-mails in patient medical records. The CI was told

-cbYDgupervisorthat~oould not file e-mails in patient medical records. The
specific e-mail filed by the CI was not provided in the document packet that I
received for review, however, the patient who was referenced (but not by name)
in the e-mail was an interviewee. During the interview with him, the patient
showed me the e-mail. Iasked, and received permission from the patient, to copy
the e-mail, which I did. Later, during interviews, I confirmed with the Cl, the
l(b)(6) I and the ~(b)(6) ~at this was the e-mail filed by
the ex. This e-mail had no patient IdentIfier on u,The content included
communication between the patient's supervisor and the SOMD addressing
questions pertaining to clearance definitions, timeliness of notification of work
restrictions, and discrepancies in documentation. It was an internal e-mail and did
not include medical information specifically, but did contain work restriction
information. Without patient identification information on the e-mail, it was
clearly not intended by those who wrote the e- . to be included in the patient
medical record. During the interview with (b)(6) who was a part of the e-
mail th1'~d,Donfinned that [)lid not intend for the e-mail to be filed in the
patient record and was concerned that the CI would file internal communication in
the medical record. There is disagreement as to the chain of events that led to the
filing of this e-mail in the medical record. The patient contends that the CI did

__not tell.him about the e-mail (althoughCwas Coo on one portion of the thread
and thus received the whole thread), and thatDdid not give him the e-mail, The
l(b)(6) bnd th~(b)(6) I contend that the CI gave the employee the
e-mail. The employee states that he got the e-mail from his supervisor and.asked
the CI to place the e-mail in his medical record. The patient also states that he did
not learn of the e-mail from the CI, but heard about it from the SOMD during a
meeting with the SOMD. Once he learned of the e-mail, he requested it through a
release of information that the CI fined cut and the patient signed. He did not
receive the e-mail from AMH, he states, but he got it from his supervisor. While
this is a convoluted issue and difficult to sort out, the filing of e-mails issue, on its
own, is likely not an offense deserving termination. There is no policy
prohibiting filing e-mails, and I know of no "common medical practice"
prohibiting it. Also, one employee stated thatCfiles e-mails in charts "all the .
time" and that this is wen known to management. (This will be discussed further
below.) However, it would generally be considered an objectionable practice to
file e-mails in medical records not written by oneself without the knowledge or
direction from the writers of the e-mail. Because this has become an issue at
AMH, and because there are internal discrepancies over this practice, AMH
should consider writing a policy addressing e-mail filing in medical records. The

(b)(O)

(b )(6)
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(b )(6)
(b )(6)

intmal discrepancies concerning this practice will be further discussed below. I
reviewed t..hemedical record that allegedly had the e-mail filed in it, but I found
no e-mail included. I was told by the Health Information Lead that the e-mail had
been removed. In my view ~all that can be said about the filing of e-mails from a
disciplinary action perspective is that the I(b)(6) Iwho is the
Cl's supervisor directed the CI to not file e-mails in patient charts. It is alleged- ,
that the CI filed e-mails in patient charts after being told not to, which would, at a
minimum, constitute insubordination. (Also refer to "hostile work environment"
section below.)

AMHICHC alleges that the CI had original medical record documents i.nCJ
office. The CI states thatC)1ad no original medical record documents inD
office. that Ctlways took medical record documents to the Health Information
Department at the end of the day, and that ail medical record infonnation
documents inr=--lffice were copies and a part o£=:Jactive!(b)(6) I
File or historica1L documents. Both thel-,-=(b~)(~6)~ J
and th (b)(6) confirmed during interviews that they
found ongma m ic recor reports ocked in the CI's office that were not·
incorporated in the official medical record. The~l(b~)-,-(6-,-} _
was very specific about what was found, including two (2) original reports from
j(b)(6) [Hospital that were 3-4 months old. Additionally, included in the
document packet is an e-mail dated March 5. 2010 :froma Health Information
Technician ~(b)(6) ~at says, "I
located 5 charts on (the Cl's) shelf (in the Health Information Department), with
l(b)(6) Iresults in them that had not been to Pl:oviders. I also found 5 charts in
vanous locations, that are still showing pending I(b)(6) K? reports) and a
clearance had never been issued. A couple of them are almost a year old ... " The
l(b)(6) Iduring our interview, corrected this statement from the
teChIlic!8ll and satd these documents were not almost a year old but were 3-4
months old. In any event, the outcome was that the medical provider was not able
t? review this patient information ill a timely manner and the required Hl-day
window to get letters out was missed. Although disputed by the Cl, there are
three (3) witnesses who confirm that this was the case. Medical record keeping
processes were not followed by the CI which potentially delayed patient
treatment.

(b)(6)

(b )(6)

4) Was the CI retaliate.d against and working in a hostile environment? jp>a~y
Su.b§tanti.d

Interviewees stated that at!(b)(6} (b)(6)
the CI and th(b)(6) and when that (b}(6)
l(b)(6) I the supervisor had "all kinds of dirt" on thLe~C=I~a!-11~d~"-r_eta!-·~h~:at-t~"-a-gm~'-nst
the CI. making the Cl's working environment very difficult in which to function.
These statements are not well documented, and would be difficult to do so, but
more than one interviewee, independent from one another, made similar
statements.
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One interviewee who performs somewhat different tasks from the CI, but similar
in general scope, stated that she, the interviewee, files e-mails in the medical
record "all the time." Wbenasked iftheJ(b)(6) iknows
about this, she said, "yes. we talked about one just this week." When the
interviewee was asked if she files the e-mails herself. or if Health Information
eersonnel do the filing, she stated, "both." The interviewee confirmed that there
is no policy against it, however the CI was prohibited from filing e-mails
completely. There is no documentation or findings from interviews that the CI
was given guidance on what type of e-mails are appropriate to file and what are
not. In regard to the filing of e-mails; it appears that employees are treated
differently, one from another,

(b )(6)

There is one well documented incident that appears to indicate that retaliation
may have occurred and may demonstrate that the CI was working in a hostile
environment. On or about 12-11~09 thd(b)(6) [learned that
there may have been original medical records or components of medical records
locked in the ers office. r-lhad a key to the office but had to get a key made to
the files. Thd.(b)(6) I was directed by Kb)(6) I
to help thel(b)(6) [1OoK'for medical recotds m the c'.....r-g~-
office and help "clean out" the Cl's files. Bothl(b)(6) [confirm that original
medical record documents, including those with Personal Identifying Information
(Pll) on them, were found in the Cl's office and that they had not been sent to the
Health Information~artment for filing. The Cl, however. states that no original
documents were in~office, onlycopies.I specifically asked the CI this
q~~tion on ~ Jep~at:occasions and,~c~ time . insistedth~tthere w~ no
on~ records i ~_pffice> that everything lq -- ~es were copies, sometimes .
wiC]owu· comments written on them. The CI described what was inCoffice
as "desk notes," and as such, ''historlca1j(b)(6) t notes." The CI
and the patient who accompanied the CI during the first hour ore=Jnterview,
referred to 10 CFR 850.39 (a) and (b) (1) which states that heads ofOOE
departmental elements must "designate all record series as required under this rule
as agency records, therefore. subject to all applicable agency records management
and access laws; and (2) Ensure that these record series are retained for a
minimum of seventy-five years." The C! and patient contend that the desk notes
~TC historicallnotes, and as such a part of the record set. AMrI-CSS-175:B
" Do i t Records Set Policy" states in sectionl)nat the I(b )(6) I
l(b)(6) is a part of the Legal Health Record (LHR) and defines the
LHR as "individually identifiable health information (InU), regardless of media
type, which is collected and directly used in and/or to document healthcare or
health status. When releasing the Ll1:R AMH will disclose all records, including
but not 1i~ited to the fO~lOiwing: .. J(b)(6). •. 'The policy
does not mc1ude a definition of what constitutes thel(b)(6) ]

~)(6) pr ifby definition this file include'-'-'s'-!..d'-"-'es'-k-n-o-tes-.-Th---=--e-c'Hea1th
lI1tonnatton Team Lead stated that thej(b}(6) Ifile is the
electronic file only.

(b )(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b )(6)
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Th (b}(6) ~d the\(b)(6) Istated during thei~
interviews that the (b)(6 was in the Cl's office Wlth the
.(b )(6) the entire time attne office was searChed and
while the crs four 4) drawer file cabinet was cleaned out. The l(b)(6) I
(b )(6) said during her interview that she was directed by the
(b)(6) 0 go ana help ~(b)(6) ~OOk for medical
reoor ill e 's office. The (b)(6) id she was not in
the office the entire time and that she primarily looked for and found original
medical record material and she helped find documents containing PlI. Two
empl~ees stated during interviews that they observed th9(b)(6) I

(b)(6) • the Cl's office by herself-------.J

Th~(b)(6) Idocumented that five (5) components of the
medical record were found in the Cl's office that were not in the medical record.
She also documented that copies of PFTs were in multiple field files and that
a roximatel 2-3 cubic feet of copies of medical records were found. The

;(b)(6) statements were consistent with this
ocumentation Sat at ongtnal medical record components containing PH

were found in the Cl office and subsequently taken to Health Information for
'recessing and filing, and that copies containing Pll were shredded. After the

(b)(6) I lead left the CI's office, the j(b)(6) I
(b)(6) em.am s stat above, employees interviewed said that they observed
the (b)(6) in the Cl's office alone, cleaning out the files.

(b)(6)

Subsequently, the Cl's 4 drawer ~ cabinet was emptied, its contents placed in
the shred bins. and shredded. The (b )(6) Istated that the

~ personal things were placed in two boxes. The CI states that even some of
LJersonal items were destroyed. The CI saidthat for example,[:Jpersonal
medical record from I(b )(6) IHospital was missing wh~eturned to-
the office and, as of the date of the interview, it has not been found. Thei(b)(6) I
l(b)(6) Istated that she did not find the Cl's personal medical record
while she was cleaning the Cl's office.

(b)(6)
(b )(6)

While there is a general description of what was found in the ers office, no
detailed inventory was kept that itemizes what specifically was found and
shredded.

It is disputed between th~ I

permission was given by llie CI for the I(b )(6) I
through and shred the contents of the fi~(b}(6)
stated both verbally and in writing that the CI gave permlSSlon tor her to go I

through the files and shred items found there. The CI states that Ddidnot give (b)(6)
permission to th~(b)(6) lto clean out the files and shred
items. The CI stated, "1 felt violated. She did it when I wasn't there. No one else
has ever had their files gone through at AMH."
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(b)(6)

Th~(b)(6) ;was asked several times during the interview if
she had received permission to go through the CI's office and shred contents of
her files. The (b)(6) • :sted that she had permission, and
stated: "(The el) even thanked (the (b)(6) and me for

. cleaning out []files." After this statement, I call e'-'..(b-L:)(>-6'-.)==--=.---=-==--_---'
:(b)(6) and asked iithe CI had thanked her for cleaning out the Cl's files." The
i(b)(6) aid: "No, I don't think {the en even knew! was
,mere." suosequenny I asKOOme CI, "At any time did you thank (the I(b)(6) I
l(b)(6) land th~(b){6) 1for cleaning out
your files?" T'ne eI stated, "No, absolutely not. I didn't even bow that (the

l(b)(6) . Iwas there. This is the first I've heard of it,"

It is highly unusual that a supervisor would go through an employee's files and
empty and shred the contents of a file cabinet. This action is contrary to CSC s
own policy HRlviP 201 J section 200 Human Resources titled "Employee
Conduct" where in section 4.1 it states in the Categories of Conduct section:
"The following categories include, but are not limited to, types of conduct that are
considered unacceptable and may be the basis of disciplinary action, including
employment termination.' In section 4.1.4 it states: Unauthorized Removal of
Company Property or the Property of Someone Else--Removal from CSC or
client premises of any property that is not the personal property of the employee,
without prior written approval of management or the owner of the property.
Business Units are responsible for establishing procedures governing the
movement of an r on or off CSC's premises," It is documented that the

i(b)(~ . received verbal permission fror;;m.~th:;-,-(b_)_(6_)--,-,--_---'
an e (b)(6)was directed by the (b)(6) to
assist, however, written ocumentation took place after the office was cleaned out
and documents shredded. No prior written approval was found from either
management or from the CI, who was owner of--=lown personal property and (b)(6)
who had been charged with control ove~(b)(6) Ifield, or desk
notes.

It was appropriate for original medical records or components of medical records
to be found, removed from the Cl's office, and taken to Health Information.
However, it was not appropriate for thei(b}(6) lto "clean
out" the CI's file and shred the contents without, at a minimum, a prior written
approval or written directive from management and preferably written permission
from the CI. Also, if written approval was given, it would generally he considered
common practice to catalog or inventory what was removed and shredded with
more detail than found among the documents provided. This action demonstrates
that retaliation and a hostile work environment may have been taking place.

During the document review and interview with the Principal Manager, it was
noted that the decision to terminate the CI was made while the Principal Manager
was away on vacation. The Principal Manager stared that he was on the phone
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with Human Resources and upper management at CSC and others at AMH
concerning the termination while he was on leave. The Principal Manager also
stated that he gavepermission to proceed. with the termination. However. the
Principal Manager .also stated that he was so pressured during this time t? be on
the phone concerning this matter that m$(b)(6 lfinallyasked, "are you gomg to
stay on the phone the whole time we're on vacation?" At that point he cut off the
c-aJ.ls. It was also noted that the letter of termination was signed by thel(b)(6) I

I(b )(6) ·1 for the Principal Manager. In reviewing the events. these
behaviors by the CI had been long standing concerns and the medical record
issues had occurred many weeks previously. The files had been cleaned out and
documents shredded months before. It was not clear during the interviews nor
during the document review what the urgency to terminate may have been. It is
unusual that both the cleaning out and shredding of documents and the
termination of the CI occurred when key individuals were not present.

Di§e~s§ion: The investigator found that CSC/ AMH had the authority to
terminate the CI; that CSC/AlVffi had cause to terminate the CI; and that due
process was followed, however, evidence indicates that the CI may have been
retaliated against and may have, at times, been working in a hostile environment.

Regarding the work environment; lmprovements should be implemented by
CSCI AMH in. the following ways, 1) Al\lIH should clarify the overall policy on
filing e-mails in patient records. If some employees doing similar jobs are
allowed to file e•.mails in patient records. and others are not, it must be clear why
the differences are made among or between employees. One employee should not
generally be h-eated differently from other employees without clear and
appropriate cause, 2). CSC/AMH's policy should clarify how to proceed jf
management itself determines the need to remove the property of another person.
The current policy does not appear to be clear on this point, 3). If personal
property or files (including desk notes), are destroyed by shredding or other
means, a general inventory should not be considered sufficient. In such cases, a
detailed inventory of files {including copies of files that are considered desk
notes} should be kept of the items destroyed.

R.~uh'ement: In accordance with esc's policy (HRMP 207, section 200
Human Resources, sections 4.1 and 4.1.4) and in consideration of general
standards of practice, AM}{ should not allow supervisors or others to remove
another person's property (including desk notes and such files) without prior
written approval from the owner of the property. If there is cause to remove such
property without prior written permission from the property owner, prior written
approval must be received by management.
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Finding: CSCfAMH is not in compliance with their HRMP 207, section 200
Human Resources, sections 4.1 and 4.1.4.

YES [X] NOU

DI§e\lllssnon: The investigator found that CSC/AMH had the authority to
terminate the CI; that CSCf AMH had cause to terminate the CI; and that due
process was followed: However. evidence indicates that the CI may have been
retaliated against and may have, at times, been working in a hostile environment.

R.equm-emmen¢! eRD 0 442.lA, supplemented Rev 2, Section D - General
Supplemental Requirements, states the Contractor and subcontractor personnel
shall be annually informed of the availability of the ECP, their rights to raise
concerns relating to environment, safety, health, or management of DOE-related
activities through the contractor or departmental ECP programs, and to do so
without any fear of harassment or reprisal.

Finding: CSC/AMH is not in compliance with CRD 0 442.1A, Supplemented
Rev. 2.

NOl]

(b )(6)

e 8-7-09 Summary of issues with CI: Did not test new data base in timely manner,
does not kn()w how to use MS Word ad~uately. coming or leaving work without
notifyin~(b)(6) I

e 10-14~09 example of forms used by CI instead of revised forms.
e 1O-15~09 e-mail from I(b)(6) I to Clinic Director: CI refuses

to use revised checklist/forms.
@10-22-0ge-mailftom\7:-(b-:-:-)(6=)--------.jtoeIrequesting

Administrative Assistant job duties ~d time needed .er week to do them.
10-30-09 e-mails between CI and (b)(6) ,requesting and
denial of request for Admin Assistant, but assigning designated nurses and Team
Leader to assist.

@ 11-19-09 from CSC Employee Relations Specialisttoi(b)(6) I
\(b)(6\regarding Ticket #j(b)(6) [contact information + Ticket documentation:
"While I was covering (the CI' s) time off I discovered outside medical records
were inDoffice dated 10-22-09 unopened. A patient dropped off records
around 12-4-09 and! found them in his field file in (the CI'g) office-nothing
had been sent to Health Information (HI). Another field file contained medical
records dated 6-8-09 that weren't in the patient's medicelfile, (The CI) has been
talked to previously regarding getting medical records to HI as soon as:(b)(6)I
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(b)(6)

receives them. I's (sic) like to add this to this ticket." [Note: There is something
wrong with these dates because the date of the e-mail i b .

;i 11-2-09 between Cl (b}(6)
I(b )(6) [requesting more traini~.=-=n-:-g--:-re:-:-g"---'r--m-g-~-r·-ec-.-.----g---:cthLe-dai:i::-o.i'l=y---=-a.ll:::-:d:i"":w=-e-:e:>:k}Ly-:-:e=x:-:-am=-------'

schedule. States Crloesn't understand why they do this.
e 11-2-09 verbal counseling: delegate duties; improve skill level with MS Word,

work harmoniously with supervisor and co-workers, show respect for team
leaders authority, let go of request for Admin. Assistant, improve prioritization
skills,

e 11-3-09 from CI to AMH principals announcinCis no longerresponsible fer
day to day tracking, reports,lib){6) [notices, l{b)(6) I
process for entry, removal and or change in thd~trac1cingsystem.-
12-28-09 from CI tol(b)(6) (included Clinic Director and
SOMD): "In your cleaning out of my office did you run across my personal
medical file from \(b)(6) 1m 2006? It is not where I last saw/stored it.
By any chance did you remove it? I'm still very upset about the trashing of the all
(sic) of the historical files from thej(b)(6) I
program in 1998 through 2004."
12-28-09 from \(b)(6) I(included Clinic Director and
SOMD) to Cl in response to CI's e-mail: HI didn't find any file on you. There
weren't any historical files either."
12-28-09 e-mail of apology from CI to two persons for response to workman's
romp issues. Request for charge code information.

€I 12-4.09 between CI, Clinic Director, and"l(b'-'-)-'-'(6-)---------,Iregarding
generalreQuest forDnfonnation. .

(1) 1-27~101(b)(6) IMeeting minutes where a supervisor felt physically
threatened by Cl and had the thought that her tires might be slashed after the
meeting.

e 2-1-10 and 1-27-10 from Nursing Services Team Lead to CI and others regarding
meeting agendas.

G 2-1-10 e-mail from CI with request for FOlA information.
s 2-11-10 e-mails betweenl(b)(6) land Employee Relations

Shared Services specialist re ardin Letter of Caution.
G 2-16-10 e-mail fro (b)(6) to Employee Relations

Shared Services sped ist stating that the CI couldn't follow the conversation so
got off the phone.

e 2-17-10 &"ld 2-18-10 e-fails~ confinned by CI. patient, AMHI(b)(6) \(b)(6). I
l(b)(6) land I(b)(6) [to have been placed in
patient chart.
2-18-10 e-mails betv/ee9(b)(6) land Employee Relations
Shared Services specialist regarding Letter or Caution.

e 2-18-10 letter of caution froId (b )(6) lo CI because of
Cl's unwillingness to work harmoniously 'with others and outrageous behavior
during meeting dated 2-4-10_

(b )(6)
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~ 2.,2",10- 2~3~1() and 2=16-1 0 e-mails between CI and SOMD {ee AlVftI Director,
Clinic Director,?nd Program Manager Hanford Site Workers' Compensation
Assistant Manager for Administration: Topiv--Worlanan's Comp and AMH-
who pays for outside services.

e 2-2-10 e-mail from Nursing Services Team Leader to CI and others: Agenda for
the 2•.9-10 meeting and what to bring.

e 2-4~10 "Small Meeting" announcement.
'" 2-8-10 e-mail from I(b)(6) [to lc::-(b-:-:)(=6)-_------~land AMH

Director stating that she felt threatened "by CI during a meeting describing the Cl
as intimidating and aggressive with hostile body language.

'" 2~8910 e-mails betweenl(b)(6) and Employee Relations
Shared Services specialist regarding Ticket .L-'.(b--,-)->-(6-"-.)----:-~~-----~

El 2-9-10 e-mail fromCltoSOlvID.Clinic Director. and l(b)(6) I
I(b )(6) ~meetings during first week of month are not good times considering
onher requirements due. confidentiality issues with CCSI (State L&I)" requirement
to use PENSERlState!AI insteadof Hanfordmedical provider/contractor.

o 3-10-10 e-mails between CI and the j(b)(6) r and others
regarding patient complaints, scheduling, and notifications, plus excerpts from
Risk Management Program policy on Open Door policy.

® 3-15~lO e-mails between Nursing Services Team Leader and esc Employee
Relations Leader=-introductioes and contact information.

$ J~16-10e-mail froml(b)(6) [to CI "Recap O~,-I(b_)(_6)__
i(b)(6) I Meetings."

ill 3-17-10 and 3-18-10 meetin~ notes-unsigned.
o 3-17-10 e-mail froml(b)(6) : Ito csc Employee Relations

Leader regarding Ticket #l(b)(6} [regarding CI's behavior duringlLl:(b~)(:::...;6)~--.-J
i(b)(6) !meeting.

e 3-22-10 e-mail fro~r,-;,(b--;--)(~6);-----------;linformingl(b) [thate-mails
should not be filed in patient's charts nor referred to in progress notes.

e 3-23-10 e-mail from CSC Employee Relations Leader to CI cautioning CI to talk
to manager in a professional and respectful manner with accompanying
documentation.

!it 3-23-10 e-mail froml(b)(6) [to CI regarding.arguing with
others during a meeting, inappropriate filing of case notes in patient chart. and
direction to discontinue filing items by CI herself in patient chart-s-this is Health
Records responsibility.

(;) 3~2410 back through 8-12-09 summary of meetings with CI but no signature on
document, Presumably compiled b~(b)(6) I Includes
summary of cleaning of 4-drawer file cabinet with general description of what
was found, not detailed inventory. (Note: dates thatl(-'-::-b~)(6--'-)--=_____;-----
said she talked to CI about cleaning out files is when CI was on leave.)

€I 3-26-10 Investigation Findings Summary for Be 20100015.017.02. & .03 as
discussed with Cl, and accompanying documentation, including Notes from
conversation with Program Manager Hanford Site Workers' Compensation
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(b)(6)

assistant Manager for Administration; excerpt from CSC Handbookon
Timekeeping and Expense Reporting.

$ 3-26-10 Letter of Termination signed bYLl.-'I(b=)(=6-L)-~~~ ----lI(b)(6) Ifor George Baxter) Director.
~ 3R3~lOe-mails betweenl(b}(6) lan~(b}(6) [referencing a

2-8-10 e-mail to a Employee Relations Shared Services specialist regarding
meeting to discuss issues concerning CI.

~ 3-8-10 e-mails betweenl(b)(6) land a Health Information
employee, and/Q:>JS6) regarding finding 5 charts on the
eI's shelfwi~results that had not been sent to providers. Also some charts
found that are almost a year old without being processed. (Laterl(b)(6) I
l(b)(6) Icorrected this verbally to be 3-5 months instead of one year.)

G AMH Interview Schedule and revised schedules.
s AMH Organizational Chart.
e AlVlli Polic-y: "Custody & Control of Hanford Site Health Information,"
III AMH Policy: "Designated Records Set.';

A.MH Policy: "Release of MedicallBehavioral Records."
e AMH Position Description: j{b)(6)~~----~-------------------
e Authorization for Release of Protected Information.
e l(b)(6) ) Consent Form,
e CI Annual Performance Appraisals for years 2007, 2008, 2009, and 2010.
'" Code of Ethics and Standards of Conduct,"
e Continued Bnrollment in the 1r;;(b~)(;;;6:;-)------------------------~

8 CSC Policy: "Employee Conduct."
CSC Policy: "Employee Termination."

e CSC Policy: "Employment-at-Will."
DOE Letter dated 3-3 I -10 from DOE Contracting Officer to CSC Senior
Principal Contracts Administrator informing eselAMH of FOR independent
review of allegations of a hostile work environment, retaliation, record keeping
processes, and whether due process for employee termination was followed by
AMR.

a Index to binder of documents for review.
e Interview schedule and revisions.
€; Letters from anonymous AMH employees.
o Medical Examination Report and Opinion Letter, and document as revised.
~ Patient Medical record in which e-mail was filed by ex. (Reviewed in nresence of

l(b){6) I ~
Request to call fOl'll1er[]Lead physician (no longer an AMH employee)

~ Surveillance Report template.
o Undated unsigned document listing CI issues associated with ticket M(b)(6) I

not delegating duties to nurse or team lead, inability to work harmoniously within
the workplace. Not accepting help from those assigned to help. aggressive
behavior by CL work conduct, threatening to other managers, creating a hostile
work environment, lack of focus, fragmented behavior, nothing gets resolved with
comments detailing these behaviors.
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• Undated unsigned document listing issues and events between 2-24-10 and 3-2-
1G: filing e-mails in patient charts, insubordination, not following managers
instructions, failure to work harmoniously with others. failure to follow medical
record release process.

$ Undated unsigned document titled "Risks associated with keeping (CI)
employed."

(b)(6)

AMH Clinic Director
AMH Concerned Individual (Cl), terminated CSCIAMH employee

G'I AMH employees requesting to be interviewed
c AMH Finance Manager

. \I) A.. MH FormerCbrogram lead (rhYSiciall)
AMH i(b)(6) __~===============---AMH l(b)(6) lofC!

III AMH Principal Manager
AMH Site Occupational Medical Director (SOMD)

a l(b)(6) :workers who requested to be interviewed
~ CSC Employee Relations Lead (Delaware)

DOE Program Managers for Hanford Site Workers Compensation, Assistant
Managers for Administration.
DOE-RL Program Manager for Occupational Medicine
DOE-RL Industrial Hygienist

(Note; The AMH Employee Concern Manager was a no-show for her interview.)

Management Debriefed:

D. Shoop, RL Deputy Manager
J. Vtlard, Chief of Staff
R. Pressentin, Program Manager Occupational Medicine
S. Branch, Employee Concerns Program Manager

DOE Management was debriefed on 4-8glO at 3 pm - 4 pm in Doug Shoop's office.
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